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White Paper

For Institutional Investors:
Reach Your Expected Returns through
Private Equity Carried Interest & Fee Verification
OVERVIEW
Net inflows from institutional investors in the private capital market in 2021
reached record levels with approximately $940 billion in fundraising and over $1.2
trillion in transaction volume. With 2022 on pace for another stellar performance
year and continued enthusiasm, investors are entrusting investment
managers with billions to invest across the various sectors in private equity. As a
reward for their investment services and performance, asset managers negotiate
fund terms, typically “two and twenty”, where the investor pays a management
fee of 2% of their total asset value commitment and 20% of of any proﬁts
in the form of carried interest through the life of the fund.

Most institutional
investors are
challenged to
verify their
investment cost
reported by their
asset managers

One of the major pain points for investors is the lack of accurate investment cost
information of their fees, carried interest and expenses. The ‘Waterfall’, the
prioritization of carried interest among the limited partners (LPs) and general
partners (GPs) as underlying investments are sold, can be very complex and errorprone and in practice more of an “art than a science” often leading to error and
misallocation of capital (profits) amongst the partners. Yet, very few LPs verify their
investment cost reported by their GPs and instead, simply accept the information
as is. Understanding the full view of their investment and all related cost is vital to
achieving expected returns, making well-informed investment decisions and
having accountability to their key stakeholders (trustees, board, regulators, etc.).
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This white paper explores the growing issues and risks surrounding private
equity fees and carried interest disclosure for investors and how CFO’s and their
finance/accounting teams are embracing new technology and services to achieve
independent investment cost verification and intelligence as a mainstream,
repeatable business process for greater investment cost transparency and
governance to put their firms in a competitve advantage.
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The Importance of Understanding Investment Cost
For institutional investors, private equity plays an increasingly important role in
their portfolio allocations and performance. Carried interest is the “holy grail” for
private equity investment managers as it is an incentive compensation for a job
well done and for the investor, it aligns their financial and risk interests with that
of the manager. For investors, having the full picture and being able to understand
their actual investment costs including ability to independently verify GP-reported
charges through the life of the investments provides great benefit and empower
optimal investment performance (annual returns), such as:
•

•

•

A very small
change (intentional
or unintentional)
‘buried’ in the
complex waterfall
calculation can
result in an error of
10s to 100s of
millions over the
life of the fund

Getting better returns through non-investment alpha contribution from
capturing error that can lead to misallocation of profit/cash amongst
the partners, and ensuring the organization is paying no more than they
should on all other fees and expenses.
Increasing operational efficiency and cost savings for fund
accounting/operations through automation and best practice
performing waterfall/carried interest related functions, e.g. ad-hoc
reporting, end of year sample fee audits, variance analysis and
reconciliation, and regulatory / compliance requests.
Better investment decisions, in “flight” of the existing funds and in the future by bringing together all
pertinent fund and carry-related data with real-time intelligence to help track and benchmark your
investments on an individual or aggregated view against GP’s strategy and expected returns and
forecasted cost patterns.

Beyond optimizing investment performance, understanding investment cost (carried interest, fees and
expenses) is crucial to ensuring effective transparency and governance by:
•
•
•
•
•

Employing a systematic and transparent framework that convert all key tasks into a mainstream,
repeatable business process for consistent and instant access to powerful intelligence.
Increasing accountability to key stakeholders for improved transparency and reporting of costs
(board, trustees, regulators, auditors, press).
Enforcing good behavior and deal adherence with quality data and processes.
Improved intelligence and benchmarking of investment cost can help lower fees (e.g. through betterinformed negotiations) and identify aberrations e.g. cost to AUM, and/or cost to profit ratios, etc.
Improved compliance check through monitoring and independent verification to ensure GP-reporting
accuracy and identify any variance.

What are the biggest challenges?
There are a myriad of reasons contributing to the challenges LPs face with understanding their investment
cost and performing independent verification of GP-reported charges.
Few investors possess the requisite data, technology, talent, best practice, and standards to understand their
carried interest, fees, and expenses they are paying to GPs, often receiving capital calls and return distributions
without any breakdown of the investment returns and the cost-to-performance attribution. The same is true
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for world-class pension funds and the largest endowments and foundations who are also highly dependent on
this information flow and reporting from the GPs. This puts LPs in a precarious position not being able to
verify whether the right amount of cash/profit has been reallocated from them to the carried interest (general)
partner. A very small change (intentional or unintentional) ‘buried’ in the complex waterfall calculation can
result in an error into 10s to 100s of millions over the life of the fund. Further, many GPs do not provide
information on the accrued carried interest until carry kick in. This means LPs may overestimate their fair
value of interest in their funds.
The problem of opaque and disparate information by GPs is another complication. It makes reconciliation
difficult and it is nearly impossible to easily validate inception-to-date information. For example, GPs typically
do not disclose carried interest in financial statements, and most only calculate carry at the fund level, not at
an investor-by-investor level. Fund performance may appear as net asset value (NAV), or NAV less
performance fees, but this is not the same as NAV less cost.
Further exasperating the problem, not all fund terms are well defined in the limited partner agreements (LPAs)
leaving room for interpretation and many times forcing some unwritten assumptions. Regardless of how well
the LPA drafting, the prose often fails to translate perfectly to mathematical implementations leaving room
for ambiguity and possible error. Adding to all this is the complexity of heavily negotiated and bespoke
arrangements and increasingly complex fund terms and structures. Nuances in words and implementation
often produce material differences in the calculation and/or timing of carried interest distribution e.g.
preferred return method is clearly outlined as interest factor, but the compounding convention was not
specified explicitly. Is it monthly, quarterly or annually?
Until recently, there was no industry-wide standard for reporting investment cost – carried interest,
management fees and expenses. This allowed Microsoft Excel to become the de facto standard, encumbering
data aggregation and reporting, resulting in a lack of transparency on carried interest and fees, and introducing
spreadsheet-based risk to many LPs (and GPs).
The lack of resources and appropriate technology coupled with manual processes mean LPs typically do not
record cash flows at the portfolio-company level or tag the cash flows with the requisite detailed transaction
types (e.g. bridge investments, temporary/recallable distributions, etc.), which is necessary to accurately
calculate the preferred rerun, that impact the carry to the GP. Also, many functions are outsourced to service
providers, due to limited in-house resources and cost constraints, making it nearly impossible to have a
consolidated view of all aspects of the investment process, including fee and carried interest verification and
reporting.
Even as GPs adopt new data standards and systems, and provide more detailed information, most LPs are still
not in a position to consume the information or store, catalogue and manage the data effectively. As highlighted
earlier, LPs typically will require additional tools and expertise.
Finally, its important to also highlight that the GPs are faced with many of the same challenges with carried
interest and it’s an “Achilles’ heel” for most because of the inherent complexities and the susceptibility to
error, operational inefficiencies and cost, lack of automation and excel-based risk, data management and
integration issues, and limited carried interest expertise to effectively implement and administer their fund’s
distribution waterfall and investor reporting.
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Carried Interest Error
As highlighted in the prior section, there are a myriad of challenges and nuances related to Carried Interest that
often leads to variances in GP-reported charges. The most common are:
•
•
•
•
•

Discrepancies in the input data (LP vs. GP information), distributions and/or NAV amounts provided by
the GP and reported net of carry
Different assumptions and/or interpretation, or poorly drafted carry arrangements in the LPA
Fund-level, instead of investor-level, calculated carried interest
GP errors
Complex fund terms and multi-vehicle structures

Example: US Endowment
This example is of a US-based endowment (LP) using an investment cost intelligence & verification service
powered by Cascata Solutions described later in this white paper. The background is that the LP had participated
in a fund through multiple vehicles and initially did not record the cash flows from these different vehicles using
different fund IDs, which made it difficult to distinguish between them to run a separate waterfall calculation.
With the highlighted solution’s multi-structured modeling and reporting capability, the LP was able to represent
the investment as multiple vehicles and record the cash flows and other important information under unique
fund IDs, despite the fact that the LP considered these vehicles as a single investment.
The LP was able to successfully perform an independent verification based on the carry attributes and
interpretation extracted from the LPAs and systematic stored and provisioned, and resulted in a variance of 16
percent. The vehicle was a complex three-tier preferred return. The first tier was triggered by a 7.5 percent IRR,
tier two triggered by a 2x multiple (representing a 15 percent IRR as per the LPA clause), and tier three triggered
by a 2.75x multiple (representing a 20 percent IRR as per the LPA clause).
The issue identified was that the 2x multiple (or 200 percent of the aggregate capital contribution, as worded in
the LPA) equals 15 percent IRR only under the assumption that the 2x multiple is achieved in five years (1.15 ^ 5
= 2.0x), otherwise the 15 percent IRR would not equal 2x multiple. Therefore, this clause is dependent on this
implied assumption. The LPA implies that both conditions should be met. However, since the 15 percent IRR
would not represent a 2x multiple, unless it is achieved in five years, a flaw was identified in the LPA.
The interpretation was that the GP’s intention was for distributions to be split 90/10 until the investor’s money
doubled (or 2x multiple), and a 15 percent IRR achieved. The belief, therefore, was that the GP intended the
multiple to take priority over the IRR, not the other way around, in cases where there are differences with a
certain set of cash flows (and dates).
In reality, the GP gave priority to the IRR (15 percent and 20 percent, respectively) rather than the multiples (2.0x
and 2.75x) as the basis for the preferred return calculation, which was incorrect and not in line with the LPA’s
wording or original intention. Multiple tests were performed and validated with high confidence that the GP had
indeed used IRRs instead of multiples that results in a 16 percent variance.
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What’s Needed
One thing is for certain, the future is coming into full definition and private equity will continue to be important
and perhaps pivotal in most LPs portfolios and investment strategies - providing performance, industry/sector
access, and built-in resiliency advantages to other asset classes. To keep pace with this trend, it is vital for LPs to
take action and responsibility toward greater transparency and governance of their investments and for CFOs to
independently verify and understand investment costs as a mainstream, repeatable finance and accounting
process. This will foster better alignment of LP and GP interests, provide invaluable insights to optimize
performance and investment decisions, and ultimately change how LPs and GPs operate, exchange information
and report investment costs.
For LPs, an advanced ‘Investment Cost Management’ solution is needed
that delivers a new level of data management, automation and advanced
analytics, that extracts and stores fee and carry specific attributes from the
LPA, has a high-performing calculation and reporting engine that captures
the necessary financial and cash flow information, and incorporates
sophisticated and precision-tuned carry models, to enable CFO’s and their
finance/accounting teams with instant and comprehensive intelligence,
verification, variance analysis, planning, and reporting of their private
equity investment costs. The outcome is a “heat map” of the LPs private
equity holdings and all related costs providing with greater control and
insights, and potentially, substantial ‘realized’ investment cost savings from
having the ability to uncover errors and carry misallocations to the LP.

It is vital for CFOs
to independently
verify and
understand their
investment costs as
a mainstream,
repeatable finance,
and accounting
process

Recognizing most LPs have limitations with staff, systems and budget, the design and operating model of the
solution needs to facilitate an expedient and efficient onboarding and systemization process through the life
cycle of the fund and delivering a sustainable verification and reporting framework that is integral to the LPs
accounting and finance operations. LPs receive tremendous amounts of investment-related information by GPs
through the life of the fund e.g. financial statements, capital calls, distribution notices, LP questionnaire
responses, etc. yet most believe they don’t possess the full detail of their investment costs to effectively verify
their fees. The good news is that most GPs in fact do disclose all the detail but only in part and through varying
reports and communication medium making it an attainable task through a combination of advanced data
models and automation, and the provider’s requisite (specialized) skillset, experience and best practice to source
and synthesize the information to create a complete and high-quality investment cost picture.
This recommended solution design and delivery framework has been facilitated and validated by dialogue and
collaboration with many leading LPs (and GPs) over the past five (5) years.
Emerging Solutions for Investors (LPs)

Standardized Reporting
Emerging standards and best practices promise to create an enhanced and more uniform approach to exchanging
fee and expense information between GPs and LPs. An improved baseline of information will help LPs perform
efficient analysis and reporting and improve internal decision making, while reducing the compliance burden on
GPs, who face a heterogeneity of data / reporting template formats.
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The Institutional Limited Partners Association (ILPA) is a leading global, member-driven organization dedicated
to advancing the interests of private equity Limited Partners through industry-leading education programs,
independent research, best practices, networking opportunities and global collaborations. The ILPA membership
has grown to include over 300-member organizations from around the world representing over US $1 trillion of
private assets globally.
On January 29, 2016 the ILPA released a new and improved ILPA Capital Account Statement, known as the ILPA
Fee Reporting Template (“the Template”), which now incorporates significantly more information regarding fees
and expenses. This initiative (and template) is a broad-based effort that aims to establish more robust and
consistent standards for fee and expense reporting and compliance disclosures among investors, fund managers
and their advisors.
While the benefits of transparency and common reporting standards across the private equity industry are well
understood, widespread adoption of the Template has been throttled by the profusion of LP-created templates,
the lack of standardized GP reporting practices and the varying data management systems and internal reporting
infrastructure and the needs and/or limitations of the LP’s current systems architecture.
Ad-hoc Sample Audits
Today, LPs that attempt verification are typically limited in terms of the scope of what they can do themselves.
For example, some LPs have more recently been attempting to perform ad hoc, fee and carried interest audits.
These audits include an analysis of a sample pool of funds typically as part of an end-of-year financial activities
performed by an accountant and/or lawyer, focusing on a small number of funds in the portfolio typically with
simple arrangements and using one to two years of data rather than from inception to date. While a step in the
right direction, it does not typically involve recalculation or verification of the reported carry, particularly at the
investor level. By not fully verifying these calculations and inclusion of all the data from inception, LPs incur huge
opportunity cost and risk as they may be overpaying, or not optimizing, their investment decisions based on their
risk/return tolerance once the full picture of private equity investments comes into view. This can also have
implications for the accuracy of the cost and performance information LPs provide to their key stakeholders (such
as boards, trustees, the public).
The good news for private equity LPs is that there is a growing market focus on cost transparency with evidence
of the initiatives discussed earlier around reporting standardization and consultative- services e.g. end-of-year
sample audits. There is a growing number of LPs taking action toward gaining better insight and verification of
their investment costs through technology-enabled solutions such as Cascata Solutions, as described in the next
section. It is logical to expect that private equity will follow similar course to its peers in other asset classes and
look to technology transformation to address critical business functions such as “cost transparency and
governance”.
Technology for LPs
To date, there are a limited group of industry-technology and service providers who explicitly focus on private
equity investment cost. The majority of expertise has come from highly specialized private equity finance and
accounting professionals at experienced fund administration, accounting and legal firms. Even for GPs, there is a
short list of technology and service providers focused on this specialized business area and within this list, most
are focused on extended services and/or technology to augment GPs accounting and general ledger systems (e.g.
Investran) with offline excel- and manual-based tools and processes.
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Automated Investment Cost Management Framework
Cascata Solutions delivers an innovative, turnkey cloud-based private equity
Cascata Solutions
Investment Cost Intelligence and Verification solution for investors (LPs). The
cloud service is a
solution is delivered as an outsourced, managed service and is a complete
complete investment
investment cost management framework for CFOs and their finance and
cost management
accounting teams, delivering comprehensive data management, modeling,
calculation, analytics, and reporting capability in a consolidated, automated and
solution for CFOs
seamlessly integrated operating framework. This results in systematic and instant
and their finance
verification, intelligence and reporting of private equity investment cost providing
and accounting
for greater transparency, control and insight throughout the life cycle of the funds.
teams
The solution is comprised of Cascata Solutions’ advanced data technology
TM
platform, Private Equity Suite business software, industry best practice and fund
accounting and “carry” expertise.
One of the fundamental “pillars” to an effective and sustainable investment cost framework is data management
and the ability to resolve the challenges LPs face pulling together complex and incomplete data provided by GPs
often being highly distributed and in disparate formats. The Cascata Solutions solution delivers powerful data
management capability and through a combination of automation, advanced data models and business expertise,
both static and transactional information is collected and synthesized, along with other critical cost and
performance-related data, to construct high-quality cash flow profiles that automatically provision the waterfall
model syntax and economic values and is stored in a secure, cloud data repository for immediate access.
Cascata Solutions Automated Private Equity SuiteTM Solution

Figure 1. Key Solution Features

Once the funds and models are set up and provisioned, the ongoing systematic verification and reporting,
whether performed on an ad-hoc or periodic basis (e.g. quarterly), is simple, repeatable and operationally
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efficient. Thereafter, the information flow of relevant cost- and performance-related data is systematically
captured, and only needs to be enhanced with the incremental “bits” of cash-flow information and new NAV
detail for each investment provided by the GP since the last calculation date.
Out-of-the-box, automated models covering the majority of structures, including complex investments, e.g.
multi-tier/multi-vehicle coupled with comprehensive analytics to identify the cause and delta of variance delivers
an effective investment cost verification process and improved “quality checks” to reduce the risk of manual
error and misallocation of profit/capital. Deeper insight and projections for hypothetical (“what if”) scenarios of
management fees and carried interest are provided through advanced analytics to better understand the
underlying drivers of current and future investments and assist with due diligence and/or fundraising activities.
Lastly, the solution provides powerful reporting, charting and visualization with standard templates as well as
flexibility to slice and dice the available information for macro- and micro-level analysis and customized reporting
for increased accountability to the key stakeholders.
The result for CFOs and their accounting/finance teams is an investment cost framework that is seamless,
automated and instant with very little rigor and manual-intervention for ongoing systematic calculation,
verification and reporting of investment cost-related data to the key stakeholders in the organization. Not only
is the data more accessible, but the investment cost-related decision processes that rely on that data are
themselves systemized in a rules and dashboard-driven environment to support an automated investment cost
framework.
Cascata Solutions’ Systematic Delivery Methodology

Building on the LPs existing accounting and finance processes, Cascata Solutions’ solution is delivered in
adherence to a holistic and proven delivery methodology that employs a multi-step workflow for systematic and
repeatable processes for verification and reporting of investment costs that is easily performed and maintained
for accounting coherence, operational efficiency, and scale. Cascata Solutions’ senior business analysts,
possessing deep private equity fund accounting and “carry” subject-matter expertise, are assigned to the LP and
perform key tasks and deliverables for seamless delivery, execution and support of the managed, cloud service.
The multi-step service delivery methodology includes:
Step 1. Fund Selection

The goal is to select a pool of funds that warrant oversight and verification based on a set of criteria tailored to
the LP’s investment and accounting priorities. The approach is to choose a cross-section of funds of the whole
portfolio — based on vintage, commitment, multiple and IRR. Other considerations are to include funds that:
•
•
•
•
•

Possess trust/risk issues
Are flagged as having audit/compliance issues
Have unreliable internal controls and processes
Have excused investors
Have a complex fee structure/calculation and/or are otherwise risky
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Step 2. Data Sourcing and Cash-Flow Profiling

Once the targeted funds are identified, Cascata Solutions analysts perform a
detailed review of all static and transaction related information to develop high
quality cash-flow profiles and provision of the waterfall models. Typically, the
majority of the data resides with the LP (some with the GP, if needed) and in
different formats.

A holistic and
proven delivery
methodology that
employs a multistep workflow for
systematic and
repeatable
processes

Once the data is captured initially as part of the system setup, the static and
transactional data (e.g. LPAs, cash flows, NAV) is aggregated into a secure data
repository. This offers easy and secure access for the LP and authorized
personnel tasked with managing the data, provisioning the waterfall models
and reporting. The data required includes:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Generic fund information (total commitment, the LP’s share of the commitment, and vintage year).
Carried interest parameters provided for in the LPA (European-style or a deal-by-deal arrangement,
hurdle rate, carry percentage, catch-up percentage, residual split, etc.).
Investor-level cash flows (that is, capital call and distributions — amounts and dates as a minimum,
ideally with transaction types identifying the purpose/source of the cash flow, and by deal if realized
carry is calculated for deal-by-deal/hybrid arrangements).
Net asset value (NAV) allocated to LP.
Capital account, as of the calculation date.
GP financial statements and quarterly reports, as of the calculation date.
Additional deal-level information (if carry will be calculated for realized deal-by-deal arrangements).

Once the initial data is collected, Cascata Solutions’ ILPA-compliant data template is used to provision the data
for the waterfall models to calculate carried interest and then verify it against the GP-reported charges.
Thereafter, only incremental cash-flow information since the last calculation date and new NAV details is required
for subsequent verification and reporting on a periodic basis.
Step 3. Waterfall Modeling (Calculation Engine)

An extensive library of high precision and tested waterfall models, commonly referred to as a ‘waterfall calculator’,
are available in the Cascata Solutions Private Equity SuiteTM business software covering the majority of carried
interest arrangements including complex and multi-vehicle structure outlined in LPAs and side letters for each of
the LP investments (funds). The Cascata Solutions models are extensible covering all the carry-related parameters,
including:
•
•
•
•

Carry arrangement (true deal-by-deal, partial deal-by-deal/hybrid, whole-fund/ European waterfall).
Waterfall cascade steps (one-tier or multi-tiered/tiered promote).
Percentages for preferred return/hurdle, carry, catch-up for each tier.
Preferred return/hurdle;
method (interest or IRR),
periodicity (daily, for example),
compounding date, and
deﬁnitions.

—
—
—
—
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The key LPA parameters include return of contribution, preferred return, catch up, and residual split. These
parameters are fairly universal and cover the majority of arrangements: for example, multiple-based, ‘IRR-based’
and ‘interest-based’ preferred returns are covered within the preferred return option within the hierarchy
structure.
Step 4: Carried Interest Calculation

The Cascata Solutions Private Equity SuiteTM business software “Waterfall Calculator” calculates, as of a certain
date (the calculation date), an estimated total carried interest (unrealized/accrued + realized) for investee funds
based on the attributes extracted from the LPA and side letter. If the investor requires a realized carry calculation
for deal-by-deal carry arrangements, additional deal-level information is required for realized and unrealized
deals/investments. The calculation should also allow for changes to the static information (IRR, preferred return,
split percentage, etc.) to allow the investor to develop ‘what-if scenarios’ providing insights and projections to
assist in better understanding the underlying drivers of their current and future investments and negotiation of
future investments (LPAs).
Step 5: Variance Analytics and Reconciliation

At this stage, the goal is to identify if there is any variance between the LP carried interest recalculation estimates
and the GP’s comparative numbers ascertained at the Step 2, the data-sourcing phase, from a variety of data
sources, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Individual capital account/partners’ capital account statements (PCAP).
Summary capital account/all-investors capital account in financial statements.
Statement of changes in partners’ capital (summary level).
Notes to the financial statements.
Footnotes to all of the above.
Separate templates (such as the ILPA Fee Reporting Template).

It is recommended that a level of tolerance/error acceptable to the LP is established. These thresholds are
customizable through Cascata Solutions Private Equity SuiteTM business software. It also makes available a
qualitative scorecard to assess the quality of the data used to calculate the LP’s independent carried interest
estimates. This provides a level of confidence in the carry estimates, helping the LP to determine if there is any
variance identified, whether it is material and therefore warrants further action (such as continued monitoring
or requesting additional information from the GP). It also allows Investors to fine-tune their calculations and the
information requested from the GP in the future.
STEP 6: Reporting and Visualization

Robust and flexible reporting capability is paramount to Investors. There are several stakeholders in the investor
organization who require access to information gathered from the verification process. Therefore, a
review/approval of the reporting requirements by role in the organization is required. Cascata Solutions Private
Equity SuiteTM business software provides standard reporting templates by role and at the same time, provides
the flexibility to create customized reports and the ability to ‘slice and dice’ the available data, including
generating an aggregated (summary) report that reflects the LP’s macro view of all the funds in the verification
process.
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Cascata Solutions Private Equity SuiteTM Business Software

The Cascata Solutions Private Equity SuiteTM business software redefines LPs oversight and verification
processes by consolidating all pertinent sources of private equity investment cost-related data and analytics
in a single, integrated environment. The software delivers real-time and intuitive orchestration of all key
tasks such as to data management (Import/Export), individual or batch fund calculation and verification,
variance analysis and reporting for ongoing management and tracking of LPs investment cost, including
management fees and carried interest.
COMMAND CENTER

Powerful orchestration of all
key tasks such as data
management (Import/Export),
individual or batch fund
calculation and verification,
variance analysis and
reporting.

PRECISION MODELING
Carry arrangements and
structure are systematized
for automated model
provisioning and performing
“what-if” scenario planning

ADVANCED ANALYTICS &
BENCHMARKING
Variance analysis and
qualitative/confidence
scorecard results
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INTUITIVE DASHBOARDS
Actionable information always at
your fingertips with presentation
of all critical data in multiple
views (tabular or graphical) and
summary reports (e.g. single
fund, LPA attributes and
calculation, whole fund and dealby-deal transactions, and more).

ROBUST REPORTING
An intelligent report
configurator (wizard)
for custom reporting,
charting and
visualization.

Conclusion

As LPs investment strategies and allocations continue to increase more and more into private equity so do the
challenges and risks and are ever-greater for LPs who don’t acutely understand the full picture of their private
equity investment costs and have the ability to independently verify fund trustee’s reported charges. CFOs taking
more aggressive action toward greater cost transparency and governance, and an effective investment cost
management framework are creating competitive advantage for their firms to capitalize on optimized annual
returns and asset growth, better-informed decisions, alignment of interest with their GPs and accountability to
key stakeholders. With the emerging technologies for investors such as Cascata Solutions’ Private Equity
Investment Cost Intelligence and Verification Cloud Service and the continued advancements with reporting and
data standardization, LPs will never have to second-guess their private equity investment costs and related
performance- and risk-attributions ever again.
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About Cascata Solutions

Cascata Solutions is dedicated to delivering advanced digital cloud solutions and services for private capital
investors, asset managers and fund administrators to modernize their back-office operation for waterfall
distribution administration, investment cost verification and more.
The founding team brings 30+ years of experience delivering technology and business transformation programs
for leading financial services institutions and aims to replicate its success and ideation to help the private capital
industry redefine its operating model and create competitive advantage amid market uncertainty, increased
competition and investor and regulatory scrutiny.
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